AVIAM SOIFER

Dean
Professor of Law


TAE-UNG BAIK

Associate Professor of Law


Non-judicial Punishments of Political Offenses in North Korea - With a Focus on Kwanriso, 64 American Journal of Comparative Law (in press, 2016).


Case Commentary: Undocumented Workers May Establish Trade Unions in South Korea, 2 International Labor Rights Case Law 162 (2016).


**Shalanda Baker**

*Associate Professor of Law*

*Environmental Law Program Faculty Advisor*

*Climate Change and International Economic Law, 43 Ecology Law Quarterly 53 (2016).*

*Mexican Energy Reform, Climate Change, and Energy Justice in Indigenous Communities, 56 Natural Resources Journal 369 (2016).*


*Is Fracking the Next Financial Crisis? 87 Temple Law Review 229 (2015).*


**Dan Barnett**

*Professor of Law*

*Director of Legal Writing*


HAZEL GLENN BEH

Professor of Law
Co-Director, Health Law Policy Center
Carlsmith Ball Faculty Scholar


_Individuals with Differences in Sex Developments: Consult to the Columbia Constitutional Court Regarding Sex and Gender_ (with Milton Diamond), 29 Wisconsin Journal of Law, Gender & Society 421 (2015).


CHARLES BOOTH

Professor of Law
Director, Institute of Asian-Pacific Business Law (IAPBL)
Carlsmith Ball Faculty Scholar (2012-2014)

_Hong Kong Corporate Insolvency Manual_ (with Stephen Briscoe & Ted Tyler), Hong Kong: LexisNexis (3rd ed. 2015).
**Ronald Brown**

**Professor of Law**


**China – U.S. Implementation of ILO Standards by BITs and Pieces (FTAIs),** ch.6, **FUNDAMENTAL LABOUR RIGHTS IN CHINA - LEGAL IMPLEMENTATION AND CULTURAL LOGIC, (eds. Liukkunen, Ulla, Chen, Yifeng (Eds.) (Springer 2016).**

**FTAIs that Also Protect Workers: Expanding the Reach of Social Dimension Provisions on Labor to Promote, Compel, and Implement ILO Core Labor Standards; Part II at 109, IN PROCEEDINGS EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS AND TRANSFORMATION OF THE ENTERPRISE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY (eds. Edoardo Ales, Francesco Basenghi, William Bromwich, & Iacopo Senatori), Giappichelli-MBF book series (2016).**


**China - U.S. Implementation of ILO Standards by BITs and Pieces (FTAIs),** in **FUNDAMENTAL LABOUR RIGHTS IN CHINA - LEGAL IMPLEMENTATION AND CULTURAL LOGIC (2016).**

**Prohibition of Forced and Child Labor: John Does v. Nestle USA, Inc.; Archer Daniels Midland Company; Cargill Incorporated Company; Cargill Cocoa (Appeal from the US District Court of California), Corporate Immunity in the Aiding and Abetting of Child Slavery, 1 ILARC 101 (Hague 2015).**

Maxine Burkett

Professor of Law


Reading Between Two Red Lines: Loss and Damage and the Paris Outcome, 6 CLIMATE LAW 118 (2016).


David L. Callies

Benjamin A. Kudo Professor of Law

Regulation of Hydraulic Fracturing, 49 JOHN MARSHALL L. REV (2016).

Fair Housing and Exclusionary Zoning, 3 J. INTL & COMPAR. LAW (2016).


46 LAND USE & ENVIRONMENTAL LAW REVIEW (David L. Callies & J.B. Ruhl eds. 2015-2016).


GMO Regulation, 38 ZONING & PLANNING LAW JOURNAL #10 (Nov. 2015).
**Williamson Chang**

Professor of Law


**David Cohen**

Professor of Law
Co-Director, ASEAN Law and Integration Center (ALIC)


**Charles E. Colman**

Assistant Professor of Law


ALISON W. CONNER
Professor of Law
Director, International Programs

Reflections on the Comparative Law School of China, 13 SOOCHOW LAW JOURNAL (2016).

DIANE DESIERTO
Michael J. Marks Distinguished Professor in Business Law
Associate Professor of Law
Co-Director, ASEAN Law and Integration Center (ALIC)


ANDREA FREEMAN
Assistant Professor of Law


The 2014 Farm Bill: Farm Subsidies and Food Oppression, 38 SEATTLE UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW 1407 (2015).

**BRIAN R. HUFFMAN**

Electronic Services Librarian


*Keep off the Moors: The road to data archival storage* (with E. Cachola) *Strategic Librarian*, 30, 1-4 (2016).

**LINDA HAMILTON KRIEGER**

Professor of Law


**CHARLES R. LAWRENCE, III**

University of Hawai’i at Mānoa Centennial Professor of Law


KENNETH LAWSON

Associate Faculty Specialist
Interim Co-Director, Hawai‘i Innocence Project

*Police Shootings Of Black Men And Implicit Racial Bias: Can't We All Just Get Along,* 37 Hawai‘i Law Review 100 (2015).

LENORA H. LEE

Faculty Specialist
UH Elder Law Program


MARK A. LEVIN

Professor of Law
Chair, Pacific-Asian Legal Studies
Deputy Director, Institute of Asian-Pacific Business Law


アメィラ合衆国における連邦憲法と州憲法の関係のダイナミクス - 婚姻平等（同性婚）を例として (Relational Dynamics between the U.S. Federal and State Constitutions: The Trajectory of Marriage Equality Cases from Baehr to Obergefell) (with T. Enoki), 87 Hōritsu Jihō 91 (2015).
JUSTIN D. LEVINSON

Professor of Law
Director, Culture and Jury Project
Deputy Director, Institute of Asian-Pacific Business Law
Carlsmith Ball Faculty Scholar


Systemic Implicit Bias (with R. Smith), YALE LAW JOURNAL FORUM (forthcoming 2016).


MELODY KAPILIALOHA MACKENZIE

Professor of Law
Director, Ka Huli Ao Center for Excellence in Native Hawaiian Law

Mari J. Matsuda
Professor of Law
Carlstadt Ball Faculty Scholar

Japanese American Progressives: A Case Study in Identity Formation in Y. Takezawa & G. Okibiro
Japanese and Asian Americans: Racialization and Their Resistances (forthcoming 2016). (Published in 2011 as an occasional paper for the Kyoto University Institute for Research in the Humanities).


Calvin Pang
Associate Professor of Law
Co-Director, Clinical Law Program

Realizing the Promise of the Partnership Model: A Work-in-Progress, in HAWAII DIVORCE MANUAL, (William Darrah ed. 2015).

Carole J. Petersen
Professor
Director, Spark M. Matsunaga Institute for Peace and Conflict Resolution


JAMES H. PIETSC

Professor of Law
Adjunct Professor of Geriatric Medicine & Psychiatry, JABSOM
Director, UH Elder Law Program


Divorce and Older People, HAWAI’I DIVORCE MANUAL, Hawai’i State Bar Association (2015).


AVIS POAI

Assistant Faculty Specialist
Director of Archives and Legal History, Ka Huli Ao Center for Excellence in Native Hawaiian Law


SUSAN SERRANO

Associate Faculty Specialist
Director of Research and Scholarship, Ka Huli Ao Center for Excellence in Native Hawaiian Law


D. Kapuaʻala Sproat

Associate Professor, Ka Huli Ao Center for Excellence in Native Hawaiian Law & the Environmental Law Program
Director, Environmental Law Clinic


Victoria Szymczak

Associate Professor of Law
Law Library Director


*Library Director as Manager of Union Employees*. In Michelle Wu (ed.), *Academic Law Library Director Perspectives* (2015).
ERIC K. YAMAMOTO
Fred T. Korematsu Professor of Law and Social Justice

Unfinished Business: A Joint United States and South Korea Jeju 4.3 Tragedy Task Force To Further Implement Recommendations And Foster Comprehensive And Enduring “Social Healing Through Justice” (with Pettit and Lee) (published in Korean).


Bridging the Chasm: Reconciliation’s New Needed Fourth Step, SEATTLE J. SOC. JUST. (with Pettit and Sheffield) (forthcoming 2016).

Power Dynamics of Color on Color: Grappling with Grievances to Forge Alliances (with Jenssen), in INTERGROUP CONFLICT AND CONCILIATION (Chang and Robinson eds. 2016).


Power Dynamics of Color on Color: Grappling with Grievances to Forge Alliances (with Jenssen), in INTERGROUP CONFLICT AND CONCILIATION, (Chang and Robinson eds. 2015).